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MyFREJA is FREJA’s new business intelligence
platform, providing you with an easy overview of
your FREJA activities. MyFREJA is designed to give
you the overview on all levels of your operations
with FREJA, from the grand totals to the single
trade lane. MyFREJA aims at making your decision-
making faster and more precise through greater
transparency and a greater knowledge base.  
 
When you log onto your MyFREJA account, you are
given a dashboard, which shows you the totals and
the trend for your FREJA activities during the last
year in the three dimensions; shipments, turnover,
and units.
 
The dashboard aims at giving you a fast overview

enabling you to control that the level and trend of
your FREJA activities correspond to your
expectation given from your company knowledge.  
From here you are able to dive into each of the
three dimensions, from where you can get an
overview of your activities all the way down to a
unit level.
 
An overview of your main activities is provided
visually as a heat map, together with a list enabling
you to quickly identify your key trade lanes. From
here you are able to choose the data of your
interest. This could for example be to examine
your activities of import to your main warehouse
or how the demand has been from a specific
production unit.
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MyFREJA shipment dimension
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"MyFRE JA  prov ides
in te l l i gence  about  how to
ca tegor i ze  and  opt imize  our
supp ly  cha in  ac t i v i t i e s "
- Kent Filt, Head of Logistics at     
 Multiline A/S

By utilizing the data available in the three
dimensions; shipments, turnover, and units, on the
level of detail which suits your purpose, you have
easy access to find cost-to-serve from both an
overall level and to the single product. This is a
good stepping stone for further analysis, as for
example; how an increase in demand will affect
your transport costs or an analysis of the
underlying costs in a change of supplier.
FREJA's 4PL Services team is ready to help you with
these analyses. With your inputs and the data
already available on MyFREJA, we can help you
identify potential optimizations in your supply
chain.

For further information about MyFREJA, reach
out to your FREJA contact or Head of Digital &
Innovation, Kenneth Sandgaard.
 
Email: ksa@freja.com  
Mobile: +45 9670 5360
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